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Numerology Key To Your Inner Self
Sometimes being human is a tough job. You want to make wise choices but your inner
wisdom (your inner GPS) is muffled. You wish you were more sure and confident in
your decisions. Author, Psychic, and Numerologist Terri Weston believes intuition
provides practical guidance for navigating life's chaos and crossroads with greater
clarity and confidence. There are various metaphysical methods and modalities for
activating and (re)tuning your intuitive GPS. Based on her experience as an intuitive
development instructor, one of the most user-friendly modalities regardless of a
person's psychic experience is numerology. It's an intuitive language that is easy to
learn and can provide more of a long-term forecast. And it was a key tool in her
personal development as a professional psychic. Regardless of your intuitive
experience, numerology is an intuitive by-the-numbers language that is easy to learn
and a great tool for developing your psychic savvy. Terri provides a modern twist of this
ancient and proven art of numbers. Through some fun and easy calculations, learn why
you attract certain types of people and situations, your innate talents, how you love,
how others perceive you, and much more. And learn how to use numerology as a
forecasting tool providing insights into favorable timing for day-to-day decisions to big
events. Find yourself facing the same challenges with love, money, career, or
relationships? Gain insight into why some areas of your life seem to flow with innate
and natural ease, while others seem to provide the same lessons over and over again.
Discover how things got to where they are and (more importantly) guidance for living
intuitively and abundantly. Talents: Discover what you naturally good at with the least
amount of effort and how to utilize those talents for your greatest good. Love: Single?
Learn how to choose your best partner from the beginning. In a relationship? Discover
how you love. Career: Considering a job or career change? Learn if you are in the best
job or profession at the time.... or if you should you make a career change all together.
Home: Learn how to find a home that resonates with you. Can't relocate? Discover
simple tips for establishing a favorable vibe within your current residence. And much
more! Read it for yourself and experience the practical guidance of numerology for
navigating life's chaos and crossroads with greater clarity and confidence.
Simple Numerology presents the basics of an ancient science that appears arcane but
is in fact easily grasped, useful, and fun for the modern seeker. Using a simple,
straightforward style accessible to anyone interested in the subject, author Damian
Sharp begins with numerology's origins as a metaphysical system practiced by the
Sumerians, Chaldeans, Egyptians, Jews (through the mystical practice of Kabbalah),
and other ancient peoples. The remarkable scope and psychological depth of number
science is discussed, as well as the characteristics of specific numbers, master
numbers, and harmony and conflict between numbers. Readers will learn how to
calculate their birth number, name number, motivation number, image number, selfexpression number, challenge number, and destiny number. The book includes a
numerical compatibility chart for assessing love and friendship.
All numbers have an intrinsic energy, from the date of your birth to the number of your
home. With In Focus Numerology, author Sasha Fenton gives the information you need
to understand the significance of numbers in your life, including how to use them to
forecast outcomes and take advantage of opportunities. Beautiful illustrations and a
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framable poster combined with expert information make this your go-to numerology
guide. Topics covered include: History of numerology Predictive numerology A daily
oracle that combines the planets and numbers to give an accurate daily reading An
hourly oracle that is based on hours, days, and planets The Mystic Pyramid The Oracle
of Napoleon Get your life in order and predict what may be awaiting you. The In Focus
series applies a modern approach to teaching the classic body, mind, and spirit
subjects, using expert authors in their respective fields and featuring relevant visual
material to smartly and purposely illustrate key topics within each subject. As a bonus,
illustrated cards or posters are also included.
He's a cop. She's a call girl and thief. What do they have in common? They're after the
same killer. Cat Chase reveals a past and present that includes murder, a corrupt
judge, dirty lawyers, the mafia, and the betrayal of a best friend. Let the chase begin.
Discover the power to change your life and achieve your highest goals. A limitless
reservoir of energy lies dormant within you, waiting to be awakened. This book reveals
time-tested techniques for unlocking that power in day-to-day living, such as rhythm
breathing, deep relaxation, visualization and meditation. It also explores how your
thoughts affect your physical and emotional well-being, and how to deal with seeds of
karma planted in your spiritual garden long ago. Written by one of the world's top
psychics who dropped out of sight in the 1990s to embark on a soul-changing life
journey, this book is the author's first published work since his return to book writing
and the first in a new Science of Life series revealing how to apply the power of mind
and universal principles in everyday life. Each chapter offers an inspiring mix of
anecdotes and simple techniques you can use to unlock the infinite power of the mind
to attract prosperity, dispel negativity, promote wellness, and live your life to the fullest.
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of God and EFT for parents???Abundance by Design: Discover Your Unique Code for
Health, Wealth and Happiness with Human Design (Life by Human Design)???Human
Design Activation Guide: Introduction to Your Quantum Blueprint (Quantum Alignment
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1925 the Meaning of Numerology; Numbers & Their Meaning to You; How to Analyze
Your Own Name; Date of Birth; Numerological Method of Working Out Domestic
Happiness - Friendship of the Spirit; Analyzing Artistic & Literary Types; Domestic &
Business.
The Key By: Linda Velez The Key is a symbolic graphic design given to Linda Velez in
a mystical vision. It was not for just her, but for all Humanity at her request. It is for our
mass understanding. To properly tell of how The Key came to be, Velez shares the
story of her life’s journey from a progressive energy angle, which shows the slow and
ever-increasing evolution of her spiritual understanding and senses. A divine spiritual
vision of a symbol she received while in meditation in 2003, The Key is written in four
parts: about her life and growth as a psychic; about the symbol The Key; about the
reader and their personal connection to the Divine. Her hope is to bring happiness, light
and understanding to the people of the Earth.
In the beginning... 44 Pages that will, forever, change the way you think about your Life.
Since the publication of Numerology for the New Age, Lynn has come into national and
international prominence. His combination of psychotherapeutic insight and esoteric
knowledge have caused many to consider him the foremost world spokesman on the
relationship between numbers and human behavior. In this volume, he turns his attention
toward the age-old issue of relationships. With clear and direct style, he identifies the
archetypal patterns of each numerical combination. By providing clues to conscious and
unconscious issues, Lynn gives the reader choices of behavior in relationships. With choice
comes the possibility of recognizing and releasing patterns of victimhood, abuse, and
dysfunction, allowing for growth, joy, fulfillment, and compatible sharing between partners.
This hands-on introduction to the ancient science of numerology, shows how your date of birth
can reveal essential information about your work, your relationships, and your health - even the
way you look! Unearth the significance of the Personality Numbers 1 to 31 (based on the day
of the month you were born), which show the strengths, challenges, physical traits, and
childhood influences associated with each number and how they influence your prospects for
romance, career, and well-being. You can also use the book to calculate the numbers for
family, friends and work colleagues to gain extraordinarily accurate insight into their
personalities and propensities. This book also contains simple calculations for other numbers
that have influence on your life - including Master, Collective, and Personal Year numbers,
which will give you valuable tools for self-understanding, intuition and personal development.
"If you want to understand what makes you act and react, for better use of your positive
qualities and better control and transformation of your negative traits, start with this book." Claudine M. Aegerter, Principal of the Connaissance School of Numerology.
Studies have shown it takes only 21 days for a new habit to take root. If there's a spiritual
interest you've always wanted to take advantage of, the answer is just 21 days away with the
21 Days to Mastery Series. We may not notice, but numbers are all around us, and far from
being random, they often have deep significance that can show us the key to our present and
act as a guide to our future. Now, for the first time, there is a practical, easy-to-use guide to the
power of numbers in our lives. Written by numerological expert David A. Phillips, 21 Days to
Master Numerology lets you understand the underlying meaning of the numbers in your life
and enables you to understand the connection between your numerological patterns and your
degree of abundance, health and general wellbeing. Overall, delving into the world of numbers
will provide you with a simple and accurate way to decipher your experiences in the same
manner that a road map helps you to navigate a route that you haven't previously travelled.
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That road map is now available to you wherever you are and whenever you're wondering about
the deeper significance of the numbers that surround us.
This book offers a wonderful, uplifting message about the power of positive thought -- how it
can be used to bring success and happiness into your everyday life, and how it can help you
achieve your goals and dreams. Written by inspirational author and world-renowned psychic
Richard De A'Morelli, it is based on a popular e-course that he taught for 12 years at Virtual
University, helping more than 500,000 people change their lives. The book presents insights
and techniques readers can use to tap the power of positive thinking and turn everyday crises
and failures into opportunity. Each chapter reveals time-tested tools for self-healing and
empowerment such as rhythm breathing, deep relaxation, visualization and meditation.
Richard began writing this book a month after he was injured in a head-on collision with a
drunk driver, putting his own belief in the power of positivity to the test. He shares inspiring
anecdotes and step-by-step techniques anyone can learn, giving readers the keys to change
their lives and build a brighter future.
Rooted in the creative success of over 30 years of supermarket tabloid publishing, the Weekly
World News has been the world's only reliable news source since 1979. The online hub
www.weeklyworldnews.com is a leading entertainment news site.
Numerology - the science, psychology and philosophy of numbers - enables us to use our
mind and intuition to observe, connect with and interpret the cycle of numbers governing all
aspects of life (1 to 9). Each of these numbers has its own set of qualities and meanings that
can influence us at different levels - physical, emotional, mental and spiritual - in order to really
make the most of life. After an insightful introduction about why the subject of Numerology is so
worth exploring and the benefits it can bring, each main chapter then addresses key questions
such as: Where does Numerology come from and how does it work? What are the benefits of
applying Numerology to our lives? Can Numerology give me more insight into my own, or
others', character? Can Numerology influence my aspirations and decisions in life? And finally,
how can Numerology help me to become more aware of the bigger picture in life and make a
wider contribution to society?
School and public libraries often provide programs and activities for children in preschool
through the sixth grade, but there is little available to young adults. For them, libraries become
a place for work—the place to research an assignment or find a book for a report—but the
thought of the library as a place for enjoyment is lost. So how do librarians recapture the
interest of teenagers? This just might be the answer. Here you will find theme-based units
(such as Cartoon Cavalcade, Log On at the Library, Go in Style, Cruising the Mall, Space
Shots, Teens on TV, and 44 others) that are designed for young adults. Each includes a
display idea, suggestions for local sponsorship of prizes, a program game to encourage
participation, 10 theme-related activities, curriculum tie-in activities, sample questions for use
in trivia games or scavenger hunts, ideas for activity sheets, a bibliography of related works,
and a list of theme-related films. The units are highly flexible, allowing any public or school
library to adapt them to their particular needs.

Don't wait around for life to just "happen." Develop a solid, successful life plan
with guidance from astrologer-numerologist Pauline Edward. Whether your goals
are personal or professional, The Power of Time will help you take advantage of
the powerful natural cycles at work in your life. Is this a time of new beginnings or
are you ready to reap the rewards of your efforts? Simple calculations based on
numerology (derived from your birth date) will reveal where you are in each nineyear cycle and what to expect from each year, month, and day. With your life
path clearly mapped out, it will be easy for you to pin-point the best times to start
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a new job, focus on family, launch a business, take time to reflect, make a major
purchase, complete a project, expand your horizons, and more. By reading this
book, you will: +Gain a deeper understanding of your life purpose. +Learn how to
sort out what is important to you from what is not. +Learn how to focus on your
needs and opportunities given your trends. +Learn how to make your action
plans even more effective. +Identify and learn how to deal with potential
obstacles. +Gain the knowledge and confidence you need to achieve your goals.
Mostly, you will feel much more in tune with your natural cycles and will
experience increased confidence, greater success and an overall sense of
satisfaction. It includes practical exercises for uncovering your unique life cycles
as well as helpful worksheets for effective goal setting. Having completed the
exercises in the book, you will have a much clearer picture of where you are
going in life.
Experience the power and deep meaning inherent in the spiritual science of
numbers. This breakthrough book will show you that numerology consists of
more than just nine numbers. It involves our entire mathematical system—from
arithmetic to modern physics—and is rich in psychological insight. Combining the
mystery of the occult with the objectivity of science, this book expands
numerology far beyond any current concept of it. It explains the little-known
history of number symbolism and offers a step-by-step progression of spiritual
development. ·For those interested in the scientific/mathematical basis for the
occult and numerology ·Presents a deeper, more meaningful level of
Pythagorean numerology than anything available elsewhere ·Teaches how to do
numerology and, more importantly, how to make the interpretations ·Offers a
numerical interpretation of the nature of time
For lovers of tarot, astrology, and deepening your connection with yourself and
others-- a divine roadmap to numerology Ever notice how some numbers seem
to follow us throughout the course of our lives? Consider the numbers we choose
when buying a lotto ticket--birth dates, anniversaries, ages, and addresses as
well as other hopefully lucky numbers. They each have some personal meaning.
Through the centuries, numerologists have been studying the significance of
numbers and perfecting their art in the belief that numbers strongly influence both
our behavior and our fate. They have learned that by understanding the meaning
of numbers, we can gain greater insight into ourselves. In Numerology: Key to
Your Inner Self, world-renowned numerologist Hans Decoz and accomplished
writer Tom Monte have teamed together to produce an easy-to-understand guide
that introduces the reader to the basic concepts and applications of numerology.
Presented here is a technique that relates the major questions of an individual’s
life –his talents, challenges, career, and personal growth--with the basic numeric
facts of his existence--his birth date and name. The book begins with a
fascinating explanation of what numerology is and an intriguing look at the
philosophy that lies behind it. It then examines how numerology works, focusing
on the numeric meanings of personal names, birth dates, and language in
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general. Included is a step-by-step guide to calculating your own numbers and
interpreting them in chart form.
Numerology, simply put, is the application of key words, characteristics,
attributes, thoughts and phrases that are associated to a specific number and
letter of the alphabet. This association becomes a formula that is applied to any
name, birth date, or event. The number and letter formula can define personality
traits and characteristics that an individual may portray throughout their life. This
is called one’s numerology signature. The numerology formula can also be
applied to important dates, addresses, phone numbers, and other important
events in one’s life to determine the compatibility of the event to one’s personal
numerology signature. This formula can also be applied to compare the
compatibility between individuals. When applying the formula, it is easy to see
who will show leadership traits in work group teams, or who will take control or be
submissive when interacting with others. Numerology can also be applied to
employment, personal, and romantic situations. It can be used as an insightful
tool when blending families where children are concerned. The application of
numerology in life is endless and provides insightful peeks into potential areas of
life that are important to you. For example, when planning a future event, such as
choosing a date for a wedding, the chosen date defines the numerology
signature of the event and can have a lasting effect upon the marriage union.
When applying numerology formulas to birth dates and life events, specific cycles
emerge. These cycles can be identified and formulas applied to them that can
offer valuable insights that last for the entire cycle of time. The knowledge within
this book is everything you will ever need to know to become an expert at
numerology!
A unique approach to using numerology to identify life challenges and karmic
lessons to heal emotional and physical problems • Provides a clear method for
identifying challenges specific to your birthday and name • Details 185 health
conditions and how to address the causes using numerology--from addictions
and Alzheimer’s disease to thyroid problems, heart failure, and cancer • Offers
guidance in understanding universal abandonment issues and how these affect
our behavior In Numerology for Healing, Michael Brill combines numerology with
psychology, quantum physics, and the concepts of gematria and reincarnation to
create a unique approach to healing emotional and physical problems based on
life challenges and karmic lessons. Humans suffer from a profound sense of
abandonment when the soul is decanted from the Universal Oneness into the
confines of a personality. Brill explains how this sense of abandonment manifests
itself in two principal types of behavior: people work to be loved and appreciated
for who they are, or they try to control and micromanage their lives and
relationships so that nothing goes wrong. Both of these behavior patterns are
exhausting physically, emotionally, and mentally and are clear catalysts for
illness. Brill details 185 physical and mental health conditions and shows how to
identify and treat the causes--from addictions and Alzheimer’s disease to thyroid
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problems, heart failure, and cancer. For instance, he reveals that, in general,
illnesses beginning with the letter “A” (acne and alcoholism) have issues of selfesteem as one of the basic causes, whereas illnesses beginning with letter “G”
(gallstones and glaucoma) are associated with a need to be in control, in
relationships or at work. By using the numerology of your birth date and name,
Numerology for Healing makes it easy to identify your positive and negative
tendencies and characteristics and to use them as the key to achieving a
healthier life.
Astrology does not ask for help, this is the reason you need this book! The bestselling horoscope book in 25 years. Contains the latest discoveries in astrology.
Predict world events in the 21st century. The best-selling astrology book on
Amazon, with the highest rating of 5 stars The United States has sold more than
500,000 astrology books. It exists to answer questions about you. It is a
knowledge about you, and it promises you that you don't need to react blindly
when experiencing life; you can control your own destiny within a limited range,
and in this process, you truly understand yourself.
Book Bio Are you anxious about your own future? Does the uncertainty; the
unknown scare you? I want to expound upon a matter that has taken me years to
realize and which I will seek to encapsulate in this brief publication, potentially
replacing your anxiety with peace and assurance. In this publication, I will give
you THE CHI KEY. To get this Key, it has cost me in finances, time and effort,
but this mind blowing information I give to you at a fraction of the price. This Key
will unlock for you how you tick, how other people tick, how the world ticks and
how the universe ticks. This is incredible stuff to know and YOU CAN KNOW IT
TODAY! KNOWING THIS INFORMATION HAS THE FOLLOWING POTENTIAL
BENEFITS: - A sense of peace in every challenge of life and every stage of life The assurance of all is well for you in the after-life - Freedom from limited and
limiting belief systems - Escape from patterns of negative thought and depressive
emotional cycles - The transparency of mind to understand the mysteries of life’s
events - Enhanced relationships through the awareness of how people function The stimulus to embrace a foundational and transformative self-love - Belief in a
body of truth that fits perfectly with intuition and life’s experiences Read my book
to discover more - life does come with a built-in instruction manual! You now
have the tools to better understand yourself and the world around you – Unlock
your full potential! KNOWLEDGE IS POWER AND POWER CHANGES ONES
DESTINY IN ANY SPHERE OF LIFE LEARN MORE!
The book begins with a fascinating explanation of numerology, and offers a clear
look at the philosophy that lies behind it. This book is a good guide for
beginners-- but those who have some knowledge of numerology can also find a
lot many new interesting details in this book, which will help them in achieving
mastery in this art to determine the numeric destiny of a person.
Basically, numerology is self-help, too. It helps people gain deeper insights into their
true nature and inner- being. It is able to reveal certain parts of your personality and
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character in a new light. You get a whole new perspective about YOU. Self-knowledge
has long been proclaimed as the key to freedom and success. Self-Discovery begins
with good questions and honest answers to them. Numerology is a pathway to finding
out these answers and gaining a better understanding of how our lives work and why
things are the way they are. Some good questions are - Where is My Life Going? Who
Am I Really? Why Don't Things Go The Way I Want? When Will I Make it to Where I'm
Going? What Am I Doing Here? Why Do I Act Like I Do? People often ask themselves
these questions even though at times they don't even realize it. In Numerology, the
keys for finding your life purpose are contained in two sets of extremely personal
numbers, which are your birth date and your birth name. Numerology is a system based
on the works of the ancient Chinese, Romans, Jews, Egyptians, and Greeks. It was
then developed on by Pythagoras, who was a philosopher and mathematician back in
the 6th century. Pythagoras, Buddha, and Confucius no longer explained the world from
a standpoint of mythology, but turned to processes and physical forces for
explanations. Pythagoras had a great theory and philosophy that simply stated says "All
is number." Take advantage of this great opportunity to learn more about how
numerology can improve your life in ways you never expected!
A Fish Made of Water follows Johan, an abused child and suicidal heroin addict born
and raised in Amsterdam, from the black hole of addiction to the edge of enlightenment
with the help of Daenko, an eccentric Physicist living in an abandoned bakery.
Daenko's mysterious poems and unusual explanations of the cosmos and evolution,
awaken in Johan a new appreciation for life. Guided by Daenko's stories, in particular
one in which Lao Tzu and Albert Einstein share a meal, and several revealing dreams,
Johan's childhood quest for the Holy Grail is revived. When Daenko's true identity is
finally revealed, the story turns on its head, exposing not only the real Daenko, but also
the real Johan. It is at this point that Johan's quest for the Holy Grail takes a different
turn, and is satisfied in a surprising turn of events. A Fish Made of Water is part
autobiography, part fiction. Johan's experience of the unseen world, however, is real.
On November 4, 2008, Barack Hussein Obama, a senator from the state of Illinois, was
elected to the White House as the forty-fourth president of the United States. This
momentous event overwhelmed America and took the whole world by surprise.
Although he had led his opponent, Senator John McCain, throughout the period
preceding the election in the opinion polls, no one really believed that the timing was
right for an African American president of the United States. In The Messiah Conquers
the White House, author Aying Godman combines scripture, biography, politics, and
numerology to explain the historic victory of Barack Obama and to reveal his messianic
mission to the White House. An eminent biblical scholar, mystic, and numerologist,
Godman predicted the reelection of President Barack Obama in 2012--and it happened,
in spite of a steep political opposition and an unfavorable economic backdrop. This
study also examines the impact and significance of Obama's victories and concludes
with a projection of what the world will be like after he leaves office. The Messiah
Conquers the White House uncovers the sacred weapons that Barack Obama uses as
he fights, conquers, and exercises power in the White House. This evidence
demonstrates the power of numbers and the Holy Scriptures in the ongoing victories of
Barack Obama.
"A unique and fascinating book featuring a patient, his mandalas, and the commentary
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by his analyst, David Rosen, an outstanding figure in the world of Jungian psychology.
A must-read for anyone interested in therapy and the healing process." --Henry
Abramovitch, Founding President, Israel Institute of Jungian Psychology "Soul Circles
offers a powerful visual journey into a living individuation process. The dialogue
between the partners is fresh and informative, respectful of personal details while
highlighting a transformational process captured in mandala imagery." --Joe Cambray,
President, Pacifica Graduate Institute "Soul Circles is a beautiful document of the selfregulating function of the psyche and the healing that comes through accepting and
giving space to the creative urge that accompanies this function. It demonstrates the
importance of a relationship of trust and empathy for the unfolding of the inner process.
Deepest gratitude to both authors for sharing their experience with us." --Milena
Sotirova-Kohli, Jungian analyst, Bern, Switzerland
Numerology is the ancient metaphysical science of numbers where your name and date
of birth reveal the blueprint for your life. The Numerology Guidebookwill help you to
uncover your destiny and life purpose, along with your future potential, in a simple and
easy-to-understand way. Whether you're looking to choose your ideal partner or career,
a business or baby name, or your wedding day, numerologist Michelle Buchananwill
show you how. Numerology is the ultimate tool for self-love and understanding that will
help you improve your relationships with others and yourself. If you're interested in
parenting or manifesting 'by the numbers'-or you simply need help deciding whether to
use your maiden or married name after marriage or divorce-this is the perfect book for
you. It will teach you everything you need to know about forecasting major life events,
such as when to get married (or end a relationship), have children, change jobs, move,
focus on your finances, travel, study, or work on your personal and spiritual
development. If you're searching for a life of happiness and meaning, the ancient
science of numbers will assist you on your journey!
Whatever we’re searching for – more money, better health or a new relationship – our
dreams hold the key. Without dreams the world would not be as it is. Did you know that
Einstein's theory of relativity, the Periodic Table, Elias Howe's sewing machine and
Paul McCartney's Yesterday all came from dreams? Now it’s your turn to discover your
dream genius! Practicing shaman Davina Mackail draws on her substantial professional
experience and her own fascinating journey (from the foothills of the Himalayas to the
glacial peaks of the Andes!) to bring us this in-depth exploration of the topic,
demystifying dreams without detracting from their magical potential. Brought to life with
dream stories from Davina's clients, this unique study of the dream world will teach you
how to interpret your dreams and exactly what techniques you need to begin creating
your perfect life.
Product Dimensions: 8.4x5.6x0.4 inches
Discover what your date of birth and your name say about your life purpose, and how
they can help you make informed decisions about your life.Michelle Buchanan began
studying numerology 27 years ago after her life was turned around by a reading she
received. She now helps others transform their lives through the wisdom of this ancient
system. In this book, she explains how numerology can provide insight into who you
are, why you're here and where you're going. This book will teach you how to calculate
your numbers and how they can help you to:- Uncover your pre-chosen destiny and life
purpose- Forecast and plan your future- Discover your strengths, challenges, life
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lessons and potential- Choose a suitable career, relationship and place of residencePlan important life events such as a marriage, job change, house move or trip

The Hidden Meaning Of Letters And Numbers The Secret Science Of
Numerology Is Unlike Any Other Book On Numerology, Because It Explains Why
Numerology Works. It Reveals The Science Behind This Ancient Mystical Art.
The Book Introduces The Inner Guidance Number, A Powerful Tool For
Accessing Our Inner Knowing. The Pertinent Information About How Numerology
Works Has Until Now Been Scattered Throughout Books On Ancient Mysteries,
Mysticism, And Scientific Writings, And It Was Only Through Meditation,
Deduction, Reasoning, And Testing That The Science Revealed Itself To The
Author. Now Readers Of All Persuasions From Seasoned Numerologists To
Interested Seekers Who Just Want To Know More About This Mystical Art Will
Find A Clear, Understandable Presentation Of How Numerology Works& And
How You Can Make It Work For You As A Directional Tool For Your Spiritual
Journey. Beginning With The Author'S Personal Experience Of The Validity Of
Numerology, Shirley Blackwell Lawrence Explores The Esoteric Concepts Of The
Vibrational Nature Of The Universe, And She Correlates Key Information From
The Essenes, Physics, Music, The Judeo-Christian Scriptures, Pythagorean
Thought, Teachings Of The Eastern Masters, Western Metaphysics, Ancient
History, And Modern Scientific Research. The Secret Science Of Numerology Is
The First Book To Present A Thorough Explanation Of The Numbers And Letters,
Starting With Their Origins-The How And Why Of Their Design, And Exploring
Their Nature In Names And In Language. An Added Bonus Is The Tested And
True Inner Guidance Number, A Powerful New Tool That Pinpoints Our Personal
Use Of Our Own Vibrational Energies That Help Us Handle Our Problems.
Readers Will Also Learn How That Same Personal Number Ray Allows Them To
Tap Into The Tree Of Life To Receive Their Own Inner Counsel For Better
Problem Solving. If You Desire To Know Not Only How, But Why Numerology
Works, And If You Appreciate Learning Some Hidden Meanings In Music, In The
Bible, Even In Your Own Name, Then The Secret Science Of Numerology Is For
You.
?????????????,?????100???????????????“?????????????????”??????????????
?????
Chaldean numerology paints a clear picture of you and your personal
"blueprint"—your essence, talents, desires, lessons, and ideal directions for this
lifetime. This introductory guide presents highly effective techniques for decoding
the energetic vibrations and information held in names, birthdates, addresses,
phone numbers, and much more. Master Numerologist Heather Alicia Lagan has
simplified Chaldean numerology, making it accessible, practical, and easy to use.
In addition to providing the original meanings behind numbers and letters,
Heather also offers detailed sample readings of three celebrities—Apolo Anton
Ohno, Leonardo DiCaprio, and Drew Barrymore—to help you understand, share,
and benefit from this treasury of ancient knowledge. Chaldean numerology offers
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guidance, inspirational and enlightening messages, and a framework for
identifying and achieving goals. Praise: "A brilliant contribution to Chaldean
numerology."—Leeya Brooke Thompson, author of The Wisdom of Sound and
Number
Comprehensive and authoritative text on numerology.
Learn all the ways in which birth dates can be used to discover more about
yourself and the people in your life. Open up personality secrets and learn to
understand what makes loved ones tick with this comprehensive look at the
power of birthdays. Time, day, date, and year of birth all contribute significantly to
personality, but there are many different methods for analyzing the facts. This
comprehensive day-by-day birthday guide uses the combined wisdom of
astrology, the Chinese horoscope, numerology, and the language of flowers and
birthstones to reveal the secrets of your inner nature and lend insight into the
motivations of friends and family. Featuring over 160 color illustrations, this
wonderful guide offers hours of fascinating reading on every birthday of the year.
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